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sion to one of the Lahontan beaches. The following morning Great Salt Lake was crossed by the great viaduct of the Southern Pacific Railway, which was remarked upon as being the one human structure by means of which the curvature of the earth's surface may be seen. It was here that the splendid beaches of Lake Bonneville began to come into view. A series of excursions took the party to the most interesting physiographic features of the region. One afternoon was given to an automobile trip to the mouth of Little Cotton-wood Canyon and a climb over the faulted moraine at the base of the "Wasatch, a range whose slopes revealed all possible delicacy and brilliancy of autumn color. There were excursions to Bingham, where the learned visitors at last succeeded in proving their innocence to the striking miners; to Garfi eld, for the Bonneville shores, and to Saltair, where some of the heavy-weights of Europe demonstrated that even they could not sink in brines so dense as the lake affords. On the way eastward an afternoon excursion was made from Provo to see again the faulted moraines at the foot of the Wasatch.
Colorado at every point exhibited the characteristic hospitality of its people, from Grand Junction and Glenwood Springs to Denver. From Denver all the glories of Rocky Mountain scenery were experienced during a long day of mountain travel over the "Moffat" Railroad, on which, at Corona, the Continental Divide was surmounted at a much higher altitude than that at which it had been passed in Montana Early the following morning the party were taken up the Arkansas River to return in an open observation car between the towering walls of the Royal Gorge.
The party arrived at the Grand Canyon in the early morning of October 2nd. Here, thanks to the good care of the railroads, was the solitary suggestion of a mishap. After the party were comfortably arrived under the roof of El Tovar, they learned that the engine and baggage car had left the track within a few rods of the station. Two days were spent at the Canyon, occupied in descents to the river, in excursions to points of outlook along the brink, and in hours of vision and wonder, pondering the physical history, reveling in changes of light and color, and in trying to describe the indescribable—all in all, a place of which it is better to say only—go and see 1
In southern Arizona the members had new versions of oft-re-

